
1. Like Hardings Swift on Facebook 

 (https://www.facebook.com/Hardings.Swift.Caravan)
2. Send us your best photos (maximum of 3) in a private message 

on Facebook and tell us where they were taken. 

3. We will upload a set of new photos each day 

4. Your photo will remain up there until the end of the month (November 30th) and the winner 

will be determined by the photo that has the most Facebook likes.  

Therefore it is also up to you to ensure you get all your friends and family to like your photo.  

The more likes, the better chance you have of winning!

 Winners will be announced on December 12 at 5pm and will be notified through Facebook  

 and on our website. If neither prize is claimed by February, 2015 the prize will become void.

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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SWIFT CARAVAN SER VICES

Disclaimer:

Hardings Caravan Services does not expect 

or invite any person to act or rely on any item, 

opinion, advice or advertisement contained 

herein and will not be liable for any loss 

or damage. The views expressed in this 

newsletter are opinion only and may vary for 

each person. It is your responsibility to verify 

any claims made.

View our newsletter online at:
http://www.hardingscaravans.com.au/
newsletter.htm

Receive our newsletter via email:  
click the SUBSCRIBE button under 
the same link
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Swift Caravan Services offer caravan servicing and repairs because we know how 

important it is to ensure your caravan is in top condition. While the team at Swift are busy 

working on your caravan we are missing out on all the fun you’re having on your caravan 

holidays. This is why we want our Swift Nomads to share your best caravan holiday 

photos with us. The best photos will be judged by our Facebook fans with the winner 

receiving a FREE Waeco Fridge OR a FREE Hayman Reese Weight Distribution system, 

both valued around $1000. The choice is yours.

Join us on-line
Swift Caravan Services now has a strong 
on-line presence. If you wish to receive our 
newsletter catch up on the latest posts, join 
in competitions such as the one featured 
here then log onto our website, Facebook or 
Youtube.

Competition  

closes on  

12 December  

2014 at 5pm
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Recent jobs in the 
Bodyshop

We see all sorts of repairs in our bodyshop. If you’re unfortunate enough to have an accident,  
Ed who manages all our insurance work will look after you. We have put together some photos 
of the sorts of things we’ve done over the past year.
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Insurance Repair Jayco  
Flat Panel Wall 
This Jayco came too close to a boom gate, and received a large gash 

down the wall. We removed the damaged wall and fitted a complete new 

wall. An innovative design Jayco have introduced on these flat panel 

models allowing complete new walls and ends to be replaced.

Insurance Repair-Large 
22’ Caravan hit by truck. 
This caravan sustained a lot of damage to the rear bathroom, when hit in 

the rear. We stripped complete rear section of caravan. Chassis area was 

initially rebuilt, then rear bathroom was pieced together. Done properly a 

repair like this should have no disadvantages from a ‘new’ caravan. 

Diesel  
Heater 
Installation 

Becoming a common  

installation in many caravans. 

The ability to heat your caravan is 

almost instantaneous. Definitely 

one to consider if you’re  

having a new caravan built.

BEFORE

AFTER

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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Caravan  
Roof-Insurance
This caravan roof got caught under a bridge!!! 

Have you ever taken a look at a Hardings Swift 

built roof? We take great care to make sure a roof 

has ‘proper camber’ and our silicone cross seam 

seals are very durable. In our opinion your roof 

should look as neat as the walls. 

Our Mechanical Shop is 

predominantly servicing 

caravan brakes, bearings, 

suspensions etc. However there 

are an array of modifications 

and other jobs we do which you 

may not be aware of. 

Raised 
Bike Rack 
Mounts
We won’t fit a bike rack to your 

rear bumper. At the rear the mount 

suffers from severe fatigue and 

breaks welds on the bike rack. We 

do however fabricate lots of these 

a-frame stands. We ensure car 

turning circles, jockey wheels and 

boots still operate. 

Hail Damage
In the industry there have been lots 

of hail repairs over the past 6 years. 

We’ve just had another hail storm that 

hit a few outer eastern suburbs a few 

weeks ago. 

Awning 
Damage
As the awning is the outer-most 

extremity on the left side it cops 

the damage if your caravan 

comes too close to something. 

Generally as a repair we replace 

the cloth and roller system if it has 

been scraped or torn in the wind. 

This then provides new tensioners 

on both sides of the blind as well.
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Window Reseal
For over 40 years we have been resealing caravan 

fittings. Either sealed poorly from the start or the 

sealant has broken down, this will always be a 

common repair. We take great pride in our sealing, 

and the techniques we use.

Our Mechanical shop

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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Levelling Jacks 
http://www.levellingjacks.com.au/

We are one of the Victorian agents for Levelling 

Jacks. We have recently fitted these to new 

Jayco Iveco Motorhomes. They’re a heavy duty 

jacking system that will automatically level your 

caravan or motorhome. 

Mesh in A-frames 
A common modification that enables you to carry 

hoses or firewood.

New A-frames 
As we have 7 hoists and often take on major 

chassis repairs. These have mainly been 

jack-knife accidents where the a-frame was 

damaged. 

Suspension 
Conversions
We have converted many caravans across to 

the Simplicity Suspension. In recent times we’ve 

used the Vehicle Components System, and we 

still convert a lot of tandem rocker systems 

across to the more reliable Rocker-Roller.
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Our Mechanical Shop

Our Booking System

In business the customer is NO 1 and the only reason we come across as 

regimented in our bookings is to give you the best service we possibly can 

from our staff. Caravans are like a ‘house on wheels’ and we find 80% of 

our bookings have jobs that need to go into both the body and mechanical 

shop. This entails Ian who manages all our incoming work going through 

each job. Thus we find we need to have people arrive at the designated 

times so Ian has the time to discuss how we can repair the items you have 

Anti-rattle Bolts in towbars

In many ‘square box’ towbars these days a small hole comes out from 

the lower corner and takes a 3/8” bolt. They come with the towbar as an 

anti-rattle bolt. However if used with most caravans and weight distribution 

systems they get damaged or pushed out. Our advice is to use them when 

using your bike rack or a small trailer that is fairly light. They are designed 

to prevent this rattling experienced with light loads. Keep in the glove-box 

for these occasions.

on your list, then help you park the van safely.

The same applies for caravan collections where we have organised times 

and that allows Stuart who manages despatch to talk you through the job, 

take you for a test run or simply connect you up.In most cases the caravan 

stays with us for a few days in our secure yard while we work through the 

jobs on your list.

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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A Common Tow Vehicle Setup  
in our Electrical Shop
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Hayman Reese 
Towbar
Hayman Reese Towbars  generally 

compete well on price with genuine 

towbars. Most cars today also require 

an Electric Control Unit (ECU) which 

is a black box which controls all 

the indicators, stop and tail lights 

and prevents issues with computer 

interference. Remember your towbar 

has a load it can tow along the road 

and a download. (ie. A BT-50 has 

3500kg rating and a 350kg download 

rating) allows for good clearance 

whilst turning.

12-Pin Plug
This has become commonly 

used on caravans. The 

usual 7-pin flat takes one 

side, whilst the large 5-pins 

often take fridge wiring, ESC 

circuits, charge circuits and 

exciter wires for AES fridges.  

Brake 
Controllers
The Prodigy P2 is still our preferred 

brake controller and one of the 

smoothest units ever produced. Andy 

our Auto Electrician has been fitting 

brake controllers with us for many 

years and can tackle all those European 

Cars now used for towing. 

Weight 
Distribution
Then once you’ve collected your 

caravan a Hayman Reese Weight 

distribution system ties it all together 

nicely. 

BCDC Chargers for 
2nd Batteries
A 2nd battery under the bonnet has become a 

little more complex with modern car alternators. 

Some vehicles now need a special unit called 

a BCDC charger to allow the 2nd battery to 

receive sufficient charge. Red Arc have a 

good quality BCDC product for this job. It does 

however increase the price of a 2nd battery 

installation, but without it you won’t be able to  

run the Engel/Waeco fridge, off that 2nd battery.  

Alko ESC
If your caravan has Alko ESC the car 

needs a dedicated circuit to run the 

ESC module. Lots of new caravans 

have ESC so important not to  

forget this.  

Andersen 
Plugs
Generally these are run 

from the car battery with 

heavy duty cable to the 

Andersen plug to charge 

your caravan battery. There 

are exceptions to this 

where some manufacturers 

use it for running the fridge 

or other accessory lines.  

Reverse 
Camera
We often fit reverse camera 

systems when installing all 

these other electrical items.  

The Safety Dave camera is 

well regarded in the caravan 

industry.   

Caravan  
3-Way Fridge
3-Way caravan fridges run off the 

car battery when travelling.  

A special circuit with an automatic 

switching system needs to be 

installed to your tow vehicle.  

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au

The electricals required in a tow vehicle today is much more complex than 

in the past. We have been a Hayman Reese installer for over 42 years have 

seen the tow car evolve. Let’s take a Mazda BT-50 we setup recently; (WD). 
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Prepared to Change a Wheel?
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Roadside assistance may not always be possible if you’re out in the back 

blocks and you get a flat tyre. We often hear customers saying the wheel 

nuts are too tight. Fair point but if they’re not tight enough your wheel will 

come off!!

An essential bit of kit we would recommend carrying is a torque wrench. 

You can buy one for under $100 that will do the job fine. They give you the 

leverage you need to get wheel nuts off plus when you’re tightening wheel 

Bar Pressure
Be sure your Hayman Reese Weight Distribution System have enough 

pressure on the bars. As ‘Tom Harding’ always used to quote these bars 

are like ‘wheel-barrow handles’ on the back of your car. If they lift up too 

easily with the little handle they are probably not working hard enough. 

If you’ve got a tandem rocker suspension consider carrying a spare spring. 

They have a habit of breaking springs and in the middle of a holiday that 

can mean being stuck in a town you’d usually cruise through. These 

suspensions did the job when the tandem used to travel to Rosebud, 

Merimbula and Echuca, however the average tandem now seems to 

do almost 10,000km every year. Its drawback is the front and back 

springs fight each other on every bump and if both wheels hit something 

of substance at the same time the result can be a broken spring. 

Unfortunately it’s all too common.

A cost effective conversion we’ve been doing for some years now is fitting 

a Rocker Roller System. We generally charge about $2200 for parts and 

labour. This system is not disimilar however it’s key difference is the rear 

of each spring has large loops that allow all those jolts and bumps to be 

absorbed and not break the spring. They have less moving parts than the 

rocker and whilst they still wear these parts it takes a lot longer. 

The Hardings-Swift Rocker  
Roller Suspension Conversion

nuts they give you an exact torque. A lot of caravan wheel nuts run a torque 

of around 125Nm which the traditional cross brace won’t even look at un-

doing. A cross brace might tackle the old holden wheel nuts but they’re not 

very common these days.

So be sure exactly what the torque setting should be but a lot of studs run 

a torque setting around 125Nm.

We re-adjust these systems at either a booked in 10.30am or 1pm time 

slot and generally you wait around for an hour while we do this. We also 

provide you a ball-weight and free test drive.

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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5th Wheelers becoming the rage! 
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 1. Keep batteries on constant charge 24/7 all year with solar or quality smart charger

 2. Change tyres after 6 years of age to avoid blowouts

 3. Torque wheel nuts and check periodically

 4. Service van every 10,000km, or 3 years

 5. Change leaf springs after about 70,000km, to avoid breakages!

 6. Change suburban HWS anodes every 2-3 years

 7. Act on water damage under windows or in corners immediately

 8. Ensure caravan sheds water easily when in storage (ie kept wound nose high)

 9. Use silicone lubricant on awning parts regularly

 10. … and check your caravan jack works!

Hardings Swift Top Ten  
Caravan Maintenance Tips

Why is my Andersen Plug  
NOT LIVE
Connecting a portable solar panel to your Andersen Plug to charge your 

caravan battery should work in theory as a lot of Andersen plugs run 

direct to the positive and negative of the battery. However, there are some 

caravan manufacturers that have fitted one-way diodes to prevent the 

battery discharging back towards the car electrics. This generally means if 

you connect a solar panel to these systems they can’t charge the caravan 

battery. However we can fit a switch to use when charging with a solar panel.

For years it has been the unknown 

mystery from the USA, but with Jayco now 

manufacturing a range of 5th Wheelers it will 

evolve to be a more accepted RV product in 

Australia. Brands such as Ultima, Truelux, 

Trailblazer have been selling 5th wheelers 

locally for some years.

So why buy a 5th Wheeler? Well you get a 

fairly large RV vehicle inside, plus as much 

as 3 metres sits over the tow vehicle so the 

total length is reduced compared with a car-

caravan combination. They’re also very stable 

as they connect to the ‘ute’ section of the tow 

Caravan Storage

We opened another 120 sites last month. We are 

steadily filling and have about 40 sites left so if 

you’re keen please make contact with Keith on 

0488.489.268

Dave retired recently after doing a great job of 

running the storage yard for 6 years, and Keith who has 

been with us for many years now manages the yard.

vehicle with considerably more download than 

a typical caravan, so issues such as swaying 

are generally not an issue.

We have been installing Hayman Reese 5th 

wheel towing systems for a few years now. 

Our staff have been trained by Hayman Reese 

as these installations are a complex job that 

require full hoist facilities. Common 5th Wheel 

towing vehicles are Holden Colorado, Mazda 

BT-50, Nissan Navara, Ford F250, Ford 

Ranger and some others. Stuart and Andy are 

our experts on 5th wheeler towing systems.

www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au
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Staff Profiles

Mark
Mark is one of our Insurance Repairers. 

Mark is a keen and experienced clay 

pigeon shooter. Infact he was part of 

the British shooting team a few years 

ago. Mark is a cabinet maker and has 

spent much of his career in the boat 

building industry in the UK. As a Hawks 

supporter he’s currently smiling on a 

permanent basis!

Kevin
Kevin is one of our Insurance Repairers. 

Kevin is a long time CFA volunteer from 

the Mount Dandenong region. Kevin 

was originally a tree lopper and then 

spent many years in the stainless steel 

business. Kevin lives the dream as an 

owner of a new Concept Caravan.   

Alex
Alex is again one of our insurance 

repairers. Alex has a background in the 

shop fitting game for many years, then 
building houses and factories followed 

by the construction of cooling towers 

in remote areas. Alex always wanted to 

be a pilot so has a keen interest in flying 
model airplanes and helicopters. 

Phil
Phil is one of our Mechanics. Phil is a 

keen 4WDer and a proud owner of a 

Kimberley Camper and Landcruiser. 

Phil has a background in the 

automotive gas industry having run his 

own business for many years. Phil is a 

man of detail and has a keen interest in 

caravan suspensions and understands 

the maintenance required underneath 

a caravan with his background in 

outback travel, plus having owned  
three caravans.

Swift Caravan Services

114-142 Colchester Road, Kilsyth 3137

Phone: 03 9729 8477  Fax: 03 9729 3096

8 www.swiftcaravanservices.com.au


